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Abstract

We present the design and evaluation of a fully decen-
tralized software application discovery scheme –iDiscover,
which is used in the iShare Internet-sharing system being
built at Purdue University. The scheme employs a struc-
tured peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay routing mechanism and a
hierarchical name space. The structured P2P routing mecha-
nism is self-organizing and scalable. The hierarchical name
space provides an effective way to describe software appli-
cations with their semantics. Measurements using a set of
real software applications show that our resource discovery
mechanism is efficient and scalable.

1 INTRODUCTION

Internet sharing systems – systems that harness world-
wide computational resources – are among the most exciting
projects. Software applications are important computational
resources, shared by end users and developers from diverse
communities. The complexity of today’s software applica-
tions requires nontrivial development and maintenance ef-
forts, which are beyond most end users’ capability to han-
dle. Therefore, facilities for online access to such applica-
tions through the Internet are likely to become important
tools. Applications could be services running at specific
hosts, or programs available for downloading and execution.
Given a large amount of applications available online, end
users face the challenge of resource discovery, i.e., how to
find the applications which provide functionalities matching
the goal of a task at hand.

While resource discovery has gained tremendous inter-
est in both the Grids and P2P communities, little work has
been targeted at discovering software applications. Grids
resource discovery [4] concentrates on how to locate suit-
able machines for job executions and P2P applications [13]
have primarily focused on sharing files and computer cy-
cles. In this paper, we present an original approach to build-
ing end-user services for searching for software applications

that would accomplish a given task. Our approach is com-
prised of two major components: a dynamic hierarchical
name space, and P2P-based resource publication and dis-
covery protocols.

The success of wide-area services for locating resources
based on a hierarchical naming scheme (e.g. DNS) argues
that hierarchical naming is a powerful model for locating in-
formation. Software applications can be naturally mapped
to a hierarchical name space, because they can be classified
into categories based on their functionalities. Applications’
functionalities are described by meta-data, which form a
tree representing the hierarchical name space. To avoid the
centrality of traditional hierarchical services, meta-data are
published and inserted into a structured P2P overlay, by
hashing path names in the tree. This leads to the fact that
meta-data with similar semantics are likely to be co-located
in the P2P overlay, thus reducing the search cost (in terms
of the number of nodes searched) for a given query.

Our system, based on the hierarchical name space and
structured P2P overlay, is callediDiscover. In iDiscover,
resource descriptions are specified in the Resource Descrip-
tion Framework (RDF) [1], leveraging its flexibility and
semantic-rich data model. Meta-data are distilled from re-
source descriptors and mapped to peer nodes based on hash-
ing. New hierarchical levels are created on the fly when pub-
lishing meta-data. Because peers unexpectedly leave and
join, a replication algorithm is designed to maintain pub-
lished meta-data. End users can search for applications with
certain functionalities. There may be multiple application
instances matching a user’s search. We propose a proximity-
aware resource cache to find the nearest application resource
to the searching node, as well as to reduce search latency.

The contributions ofiDiscover include:

• It supports the publication and discovery of both ex-
isting and new software applications. There are no as-
sumptions about software interfaces or languages. No
extra programming effort or static configuration is re-
quired.

• It provides an interactive and incremental query model.



With this model, users can issue queries incrementally,
without specifying all search criteria.

• It employs RDF as the description language, which
provides the potential for semantic interoperability
among software applications.

• It is efficient and reliable. The proximity-aware
caching reduces discovery latency and finds the near-
est resource to a request node. The replications provide
fault tolerance under quick membership changes.

We have implemented the proposed approach in iShare,
an Internet sharing system being developed at Purdue Uni-
versity. iShare builds on the early experience of the Purdue
University Network Computing Hubs [3, 10]. With its com-
putational application focus, iShare aims to improve collab-
orations between application developers and end-users.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents related work. Section 3 gives a brief overview
of the iShare system. Section 4 describes the design and
implementation ofiDiscover. Simulation results are given
in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

Resource discovery is a research effort with a long his-
tory. To our knowledge, our paper is the first to explore hier-
archical naming and P2P routing to discover software appli-
cation resources. Here, we represent related work in three
categories: decentralized resource discovery with structured
P2P overlays, directory-style service discovery, and hierar-
chical naming based global discovery.

Structured P2P systems [15, 16, 19] provide name-
to-location mapping services via distributed hashing tech-
niques. These location services are novel in their wide-area
scalability and self organization. However, they are insuffi-
cient when users are searching for a resource matching mul-
tiple required properties. One way to solve the problem is
to allow resources to reside in a multi-dimensional space.
For example, XenoSearch [18] utilizes Pastry [16] for lo-
cating resources. Information about resources is partitioned
between nodes. Queries for specific resources are directed
to the node responsible for the partition. Another exam-
ple is the work by Schmidt and Parashar [17] which em-
ploys Space Filling Curves to map multi-dimensional index
space to nodes in a structured P2P overlay network built on
Chord [19]. The use of multi-dimensional search to match
multiple required resource attributes provides an efficient
means for locating resources. However, it requires complex
algorithms to map multi-dimensional index spaces to peer
nodes. By contrast, ouriDiscover method adopts a hierar-
chical name space and exploits the simple name-to-location

mapping by hashing partial paths in the hierarchical struc-
ture.

Jini [22], SLP [6], and SDS [7] are examples of
directory-style, worldwide service discovery systems. Ser-
vice registration servers are organized into multiple shared
directories. Service announcers and queriers dynamically
discover some server in a directory and interact with the en-
tire system through them. This differs from our P2P-based
architecture, which has no fixed servers in the entire system.

DNS [11] and Globe [20] utilize the hierarchical struc-
ture inherent in their unique service names. In the former
case, names are mapped to addresses; in the latter, object
identifiers are mapped to the object broker that manages
them. All these two mappings are somehow static. The hier-
archical name space we exploit is more flexible because its
structure is adaptive to arbitrary application classifications.
Leveraging the distributed hashing, resource mapping in the
hierarchical space is dynamic and random.

3 ISHARE SYSTEM OVERVIEW

3.1 Motivation

iShare is an Internet sharing system with a decentralized
and self-organizing architecture. It aims to provide flexibil-
ity in dynamically announcing, discovering and composing
computational resources. Meanwhile, it embraces existing
standards and technology, such as NSF’sMiddleware sys-
tems [12]. The main components in iShare include end user
functionalities, iShare protocol plug-ins, service host pro-
tections and decentralized resource management. Detailed
description of iShare [9] is beyond the scope of this paper.
Here, we only focus on the resource management compo-
nent.
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Figure 1:Architectural overview. The big circle represents a P2P
ring, with arrows indicating P2P routing messages to discover re-
sources.

One observation behind iShare’s resource management is
that computational resources can be hierarchically catego-
rized intoCyberLabs, as shown in Figure 1. The resources



in one lab are semantically related in their functionalities.
We call thissemantic locality. Another observation isinter-
ests locality: most often, a user is only interested in few labs
and tends to share resources in those labs. To exploit these
localities, iShare distributes resources within a hierarchical
name space to a P2P overlay. An item in the hierarchical
space is mapped to a peer node based on the hashing value
of the item’s path name. A child’s path name, instead of its
mapped node’s id, is kept in the parent’s repository. There-
fore, users can incrementally search for interested resources
without specifying all the search criteria.

3.2 End User Functions

Resource management in iShare provides the basic sup-
port to many end-user functions. Two essential functions are
publishing available resources and searching for resources
that match specific user needs.

Figure 1 presents a simple example for searching for a
software application. A user interested in Biosequences
joins iShare, trying to search for a software tool to do se-
quence analysis. With no prior knowledge about potential
applications to accomplish the task, the user starts the search
by sending a query to the global root “CyberLab”. The
query returns a list of labs, including “Computational Biol-
ogy”, semantically related to “sequence analysis”. Then the
user continues searching in “Computational Biology” and
finds the “Biosequences” lab. Probably, she may find the
software tool to do sequence analysis in this lab. To exploit
the interests locality, recently-used meta-data are cached to
reduce discovery latency. If the user searches for data sets
of biosequence patterns in the future, she can start searching
in “Biosequences” directly.

After discovering the tool, the user can put it into dif-
ferent labs (e.g. “Biopatterns”) in the local resource cache
by creating links to the original “Biosequences” lab. This
simple mechanism provides flexibility and accommodates
the fact that application providers and end-users may have
different preferences in categorizing resources.

3.3 Resource Publication

To specify resource semantics, iShare adopts an expres-
sive resource description language – Resource Description
Framework. Resource providers create resource descriptors
by an interactive tool. A resource descriptor is translated
to low-level meta-data, which are used for publishing the
resource. Figure 2 presents the meta-data and messages
created for publishing a software tool named “GeneParser”.
The tool is used to parse a DNA sequence into introns and
exons. It resides in the “Biosequences” lab under the “Com-
putational Biology” category.

Multiple “iSharePublish” messages are created based on
the meta-data: one message to check or create the category

(key = “CyberLab”, content = category); one message for
each category to check or create the lab (key = category,
content = lab); and two messages to create an instance of
the application (key1 = category//lab//software, content1 =
application//provider//version; key2 = content1, content2 =
short description of the application). A message is routed
to the destination node whose Id is numerically closest to
the hashing value of the message’s key. To achieve fault
tolerance, each publish operation creates a few replicas. We
will talk about this in details in Section 4.2.2.
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Figure 2: An example for publishing GeneParser.
(category=Computational Biology; lab=Biosequences;
name=GeneParser; provider=bio.abc.edu; version=1.0)

4 IDISCOVER ARCHITECTURE

We have developed a prototype implementation of
iShare, which includes the decentralized and hierarchical
software application discover scheme,iDiscover. In the rest
of the paper, we start with a brief review of twoiDiscover
building blocks.

4.1 Building Blocks

4.1.1 Structured P2P Overlay Networks

Structured P2P overlay networks such as CAN [15],
Chord [19] and Pastry [16] effectively implement scalable
distributed hash tables (DHTs), where each node in the net-
work has a unique node identifier (nodeId) and each data
item stored in the network has a unique key. ThenodeIds
and keys live in the same name space, and each key is
mapped to a unique node in the network. Thus DHTs al-
low data to be inserted without knowing where it will be
stored, and requests for data to be routed without requiring
any knowledge of where the corresponding data items are



stored. While any of the DHTs can be used to buildiDis-
cover, we use Pastry as an example in this paper. In the
following, we briefly explain the DHT mapping in Pastry.

Pastry [16, 2] is a scalable, fault resilient, and self-
organizing P2P substrate. Each Pastry node has a unique,
uniform, and randomly assignednodeId in a circular128-
bit identifier space. Given a message and an associated128-
bit key, Pastry reliably routes the message to the live node
whosenodeId is numerically closest to the key.

In Pastry, each node maintains a routing table that con-
sists of rows of other nodes’nodeIds which share different
prefixes with the current node’snodeId. In addition, each
node also maintains a leaf set, which consists ofl nodes with
nodeIds that are numerically closest to the present node’s
nodeId. The leaf set ensures reliable message delivery and
is used to store replicas of application objects. Pastry rout-
ing is prefix-based. At each routing step, a node seeks to
forward the message to a node whosenodeId shares with
the key a prefix that is at least one digit longer than the cur-
rent node’s shared prefix. A more detailed description of
Pastry can be found in [2, 16].

4.1.2 Resource Description Framework

Resource description is an essential ingredient of re-
source management. iShare’s Resource Description Form
(iRDF) builds on W3C’s Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [21] as the semantic description language.

RDF is an XML-based language for describing informa-
tion contained in a Web resource. One of the goals of RDF
is to specify semantics for data in a standardized interoper-
able manner [1]. Compared to XML, RDF provides a richer
data model for describing objects. The relationships of two
objects can be arbitrarily created and stored separately from
the two objects. This nature of RDF is very suitable for
the dynamically changing, shared nature of distributed re-
sources [1]. Thus, RDF has steadily increased in adoption
as a resource description language for web applications and
web data.

4.2 Design and Implementation

In this section, we describe a number of aspects how the
operations defined in Section 3 are implemented over Sun’s
Java SDK 1.4.1 and FreePastry [5].

4.2.1 Semantic Description with RDF

We employ RDF to describe software applications and
define the generic semantics for an application, which in-
cludes four major parts: resource attributes, command
interface, access controls and documentation. Figure 3
shows the RDF document created for a software tool named
“GeneParser”.

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
…… 
<i:IShareAppRes rdf:ID="GeneParser"> 
    <i:res_name>GeneParser</i:res_name> 
    <i:res_provider rdf:parseType="Resource"> 
          <i:prov_org>bio.abc.edu</i:prov_org> 
          …… 
    </i:res_provider> 
    <i:app_category>Computational 

Biology//Biosequences</i:app_category>     
    <i:app_manpageurl>http://……</i:app_manpageurl> 
    …… 
    <i:app_access rdf:parseType="Resource"> 
          <i:acc_operation>download</i:acc_operation> 
           …… 
    </i:app_access> 
    <i:app_hardware rdf:parseType="Resource"> 
           <i:hw_arch>any</i:hw_arch> 
           ……. 
    </i:app_hardware> 
    <i:app_arguments rdf:parseType="Resource"> 
           <i:arg_name>precede sequence file name</i:arg_name>            
           <i:arg_type>input file</i:arg_type> 
           …… 
    </i:app_arguments> 
    …… 

Figure 3:Example iRDF document.

We use the ICS-FORTH Validating RDF Parser (VRP)
[8] to parse RDF documents. The parser creates an array
of RDF sentences. Each sentence contains three parts:sub-
ject, predicate, andobject. A semantic processor is imple-
mented to build RDF sub-nodes from RDF sentences. Each
sub-node relates to one semantic property of an application
resource. The type of the sub-node is decided by thepredi-
cate and its identity is decided by theobject. After seman-
tic processing, a RDF source node is created, with all the
sub-nodes as its fields. This node contains all the semantic
information for the described application resource.

4.2.2 Fault Tolerance

To achieve reliability, inserted meta-data are replicated
across multiple nodes. The number (K) of replicas for each
resource is chosen by the provider. The system keeps the
invariant thatK copies of the inserted meta-data are main-
tained on the nodes with theK closestnodeIds to the key
(hashing value) of the meta-data. BecausenodeIds are
randomly assigned, with high probability, the set of nodes
over which the meta-data are replicated are diverse in terms
of geographic location and ownership.

The invariant ofK replicas is maintained as nodes join
and leave the iShare overlay network. When a new node
arrives, it initializes its state tables, and then informs other
nodes of its presence, which may lead to changes in some
nodes’ leaf sets. The change in a node’s leaf set will trig-
ger replica adjustments to maintain the invariant. An iShare
node is considered failed when its immediate neighbors in
the nodeId space can no longer communicate with the
node. The two immediate neighbors remove the failed node
in the leaf sets and initiate the replica adjustment. The de-
tailed operations to keep the invariant are described below:



• When a new resource is published, the node whose
nodeId is closest to the key of resource meta-data
holds theprimary replica for this resource, as shown
in Figure 4(a). This node will choose among Pastry
leaf set to getK replica candidates.

• When a new node joins, only those nodes whose leaf
sets change are affected. So, if its leaf set changes, a
primary replica holder will find out whether thepri-
mary replica or other replicas should be migrated to
the newly joined node. In the first case, theK replicas
may be migrated to keep the invariant. The two cases
are shown in Figure 4(b) and 4(c) respectively.

• When a node leaves, the two immediate neighbors in
the circular identifier space detect the departure. One
of these two nodes with closernodeId to the key will
become the newprimary replica holder. After that, a
new copy of replica is created and saved at an appro-
priate node to keep the invariant. Figure 4(d) shows a
simple example for node leaving.
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Figure 4:Examples for fault tolerance. To simplify the descrip-
tion, K is assumed to be 4. In practice,K could be any number
chosen by the provider.

4.2.3 Proximity Aware Cache

To exploit interests locality, a local resource cache is
designed to keep recently-used meta-data. Successful end-
user operations of discovery and publishing will update the
cache. When publishing a new resource, messages to check
or create the hierarchical path will not be sent if the path
is found in the local cache. When discovering a resource,
matching cache items are returned immediately. A cached

item is invalidated in three cases: (1) it expires after a live
period; (2) any operation using the cached item fails; and
(3) the user explicitly flushes the cache with a new discov-
ery. We test the effect of caching on discovery latency and
show the results in Section 5.

With different versions and providers, there could be
multiple application instances matching a user’s search. The
cache keeps a sorted list of application instances with re-
spect to proximity. Here, the proximity is defined as the
actual network latency from the local node to a service host.
The proximity is determined by pinging the actual service
host for each application instance on the list. Such selection
of nearby application services leads to saved bandwidth for
data transfer and faster task completion.

5 EVALUATION

In the following, we report the results from simulating
a large number of P2P nodes over the iShare testbed. We
are interested in understanding response time per discovery
and measure response time as the number of hops traversed
for answering a request. We only focus on evaluating the
effect of resource caching in this paper. Evaluation of fault
tolerance is beyond the scope of this paper.

5.1 Methodology

We simulated ouriDiscover design on a GT-ITM router
network using the transit-stub model [23]. The size of the
IP network is 1050 routers, 50 of which are used in tran-
sit domains and the remaining 1000 in stub domains. To
test the scalability ofiDiscover, we simulated several iShare
testbeds with the number of nodes ranging from 500 to
10,000. We assume the iShare nodes are uniformly attached
to the routers.

Our simulations use a collection of software tools and
libraries located at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center
(PSC) [14]. These are real scientific applications from 12
different science areas.

To measure the influence of user request patterns on dis-
covery latency, we experimented with the naiveiDiscover
(without caching) under two different synthetic user request
patterns: one that follows the Zipf law and another that fol-
lows a uniform distribution. The parameter in the Zipf-like
query distribution is 1.20. Each discovery operation starts
from searching the root “CyberLab” and finishes at getting
a specific application instance.

To understand the effect of resource caching, we com-
pared discovery response time and cache hit rate under dif-
ferent cache expiration times. We repeated each experiment
multiple times and the results shown in the next section are
the average values of our measurements.



5.2 Results

Two sets of simulation results are presented. First, we
measured the discovery response time without caching. For
the simulation, we published all the 500 applications and
then tested for discovery under two different user query pat-
terns. (1) For the uniform query pattern, each application
was discovered once. (2) For the Zipf-like request model,
the applications with ranki were discovered500/i1.20

times. For each discovery operation, one node in the P2P
overlay was randomly chosen to initiate the request. Fig-
ure 5 shows the average number of hops traversed for each
discovery without caching. From the graph it can be seen
that the discovery latency increases very slowly with the to-
tal number of nodes and the influence of different resource
request models is insignificant. Compared with routing a
basic message over Pastry,iDiscover takes 3-4 times longer.
This follows from the simulated fully incremental query
model. Four Pastry messages are required to search at the
4 hierarchical levels from the root “CyberLab” to a specific
application instance. And the discovery acknowledgment
adds one more hop for each search.
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Figure 5:Average number of hops per discovery (no cache) as a
function of the number of iShare nodes.
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Figure 6:Average number of hops per discovery for the random
request model.e is the normalized cache expiration time (cache
expiration time/average request period).

In the second set of results, we measured the effect of
caching with different normalized cache expiration timee (e
= cache expiration time/average request period). In this set
of experiments, we adopted the random request model and
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Figure 7:Cache hit rate for the random request model.
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Figure 8:Cache hit rate and discover latency decrease rate.

one out of five nodes in the P2P overlay was randomly cho-
sen to initiate the search request. Figure 6 and Figure 7 plot
discovery response time and cache hit rate withe ranging
from 2 to 1,000. We see that with fair expiration time (e =
6), the response time is reduced by 10.37% on average com-
pared to a discovery without local cache. As expected, in-
creasing the cache expiration time results in lower discovery
latency and higher cache hit rate. Ideally (cache will never
expire), each discovery takes only 7 hops with the cache hit
rate close to 50%. Figure 8 shows the results by examining
the cache performance more closely. Figure 8(a) indicates
that cache hit rate is not a function of system scale and Fig-
ure 8(b) shows that the hit rate increases exponentially and
arrives its maximum value 51.7% ate = 173. We chose the
cache expiration timee between 5 and 10 (log(e) is between
0.7 and 1.0), which reduces the discovery response time by
10%-18% compared to that without caching, as shown in
Figure 8(c). Figure 8(d) plots discovery latency decrease
rate versus cache hit rate. It is close to a linear function with
coefficient 1.0645.



6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have introduced a decentralized and hier-
archical mechanism to publish and discover software appli-
cations. Software applications are mapped to a hierarchical
structure based on their functionality semantics. The hier-
archical structure is distributed onto a structured P2P over-
lay by hashing partial path names. Thus, semantically re-
lated resources tend to be co-located on the same peer node,
which reduces the discovery latency. To exploitinterests
locality, a local resource cache is designed and evaluated.

This work was presented with the aim to develop a re-
source management system for the iShare Internet sharing
system. The resource management aims to provide flexibil-
ity in dynamically announcing, discovering, and composing
computational resources.

We plan to extend the current work in a number of direc-
tions. First, our evaluation of the mechanism presented here
is obtained through simulation. In ongoing research, we are
deploying the system in a large-scale distributed comput-
ing environment within iShare. Second, we expect that the
study of resource usage patterns will lead to significant im-
provement in the caching performance. Finally, as part of
the iShare project, we are exploring security and resource
composition issues.
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